


All of my friends’

boyfriends/girlfriends/

husbands/wives seem

to hate me.



It’s hard for me to

figure out exactly why.



Maybe I make my

friends more juvenile.



Because I live out the

teenage dream of an

artist without any

responsibilities.



I re-excite my friends

about their own art…



…& that makes them

think about quitting

their jobs…



…to live a life of art &

complete instability.



Most of them would

be more successful as

artists than me.



They’re already more

successful as human

beings than I am.



I would be married with

children in a minute.



My lifestyle isn’t some

kind of conscious

design.



My life is a culmination

of my indecisions.



People should feel pity

for me, not envy.



I wish I had somebody

that would notice my

death on the day I die.



I don’t really try to get

my friends amped up

on their past…



…but I just don’t have

too much to say to

them about what the

best school district is.



But maybe there are

other reasons their

partners don’t like me.



Maybe they’re scared I’ll

steal their lover.



Which is funny on the

one hand because I’m

homophobic...



...& on the other hand

because I’m more

interested in sleep than

sex...



...as a small collection

of would-be groupies

can attest.



Plus I know what I

look like & if  you’re

scared of me stealing a

spouse you have self-

esteem issues.



More likely I suppose

is they don’t like me

because I treat them

like objects.



I give them the same

attention as a t-shirt my

friend is wearing.



I view them as

disposable, ephemeral,

& temporary.



I don’t speak to them

directly.



I barely acknowledge

their existence.



I definitely give more

attention to my friends’

cats.



I don’t really give them

any respect, which is

how I treat most

people actually.



People are always

accusing me of being

an elitist…



…or a misogynist...



...& I guess I am a

misanthropist.



Maybe if I could change

my general lack of faith

in humans, people

wouldn’t think I’m

such a jerk.



Maybe I actually

wouldn’t even be as

much of a jerk.



Re-wiring my brain like

that sounds like a lot

of work though.



I’m far enough along

in life to just ride out

being a jack-ass.
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Shane de Leon.
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